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ABSTRACT
Different people dance in different styles. So when multiple peo-
ple dance together, the phenomenon of style collaboration occurs:
people need to seek common points while reserving differences in
various dancing periods. Thus, we introduce a novel Music-driven
Group Dance Synthesis task. Compared with single-people dance
synthesis explored by most previous works, modeling the style
collaboration phenomenon and choreographing for multiple peo-
ple are more complicated and challenging. Moreover, the lack of
sufficient records for conducting multi-people choreography in
prior datasets further aggravates this problem. To address these is-
sues, we construct a rich-annotated 3DMulti-Dancer Choreography
dataset (MDC) and newly devise a metric SCEU for style collabora-
tion evaluation. To our best knowledge, MDC is the first 3D dance
dataset that collects both individual and collaborated music-dance
pairs. Based on MDC, we present a novel framework, GroupDancer,
consisting of three stages: Dancer Collaboration, Motion Chore-
ography and Motion Transition. The Dancer Collaboration stage
determines when and which dancers should collaborate their danc-
ing styles from music. Afterward, the Motion Choreography stage
produces a motion sequence for each dancer. Finally, the Motion
Transition stage fills the gaps between the motions to achieve fluent
and natural group dance. To make GroupDancer trainable from
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end to end and able to synthesize group dance with style collabora-
tion, we propose mixed training and selective updating strategies.
Comprehensive evaluations on the MDC dataset demonstrate that
the proposed GroupDancer model can synthesize quite satisfactory
group dance synthesis results with style collaboration.
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1 INTRODUCTION
An old saying goes, "To watch us dance is to hear our hearts speak."
In the long process of human cultural and social development, dance
has always been a basic form of art with individuality, consisting of
personal feelings, motion habits, and music understanding. For in-
dividual dance, a single dancer usually gets much freedom to dance
with his style. However, a group dance performed by multiple peo-
ple simultaneously usually requires more style collaboration work
for dancers to incorporate different ideas into the same music. As
shown in Figure1, when professional dancers choreograph a piece
of group dance, they devise various periods with different dancer
activations based on their comprehension. Then the corresponding
dancers collaborate to arrange motion sequences in every period.
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Figure 1: Multi-dancer group dance choreography procedure:
firstly, determine various periods with different dancer ac-
tivations and then arrange dance motions according to the
corresponding dancers. It is noteworthy that the motions
of different styles should be collaborated according to the
music and each dancer’s preference.

Extensive previous researches have shown the rationality of
dances synthesis from music [4, 5, 8, 10, 14–18, 22, 25–27]. Early
works [4, 10, 16] formulate music-to-dance synthesis as a similarity-
based retrieval problem, which exhibits limited capacity. With the
development of deep learning, recent works utilize deep learning
models to achieve better consistency between music and generated
dance [14, 15, 17, 18, 22, 25]. Besides, other recent works [5, 8, 26]
leverage sequence prediction models to learn the mapping between
music and dance phrases, considering the human choreography
experience. Overall, these methods concentrate on improving the
quality of individual dance with a single dancer; however, they
ignore the task of synthesizing group dance with multiple dancers.

In this paper, we propose a novel problem called Music-driven
Multi-Dancer Group Dance Synthesis, which aims to synthesize
group dance according to the given music and the choreography
preference of multiple dancers. Two main challenges below make
this task tough to be accomplished:
– Datasets Shortage. Group dance synthesis needs dancer-wise
choreography experience, while prior music-to-dance datasets
seldom satisfy such requirements. AIST [23] released dancing
videos, including group dances. However, further annotations
are needed to put these videos into use. At the same time, group
dance choreography inAIST suffers from toomuch easily dancing
together rather than rational arrangements of different dancer
activations. Additionally, a lack of dancer-wise choreography
datasets causes problems in modeling the merging of dancing
habits and choreography preferences via multi-dancer.

– Lack of Choreography. In human choreography procedure on
group dance, dancers usually seldom have cooperation experi-
ence when they need to perform a group dance together. That
is to say, collecting 3D dance data directly from group dance
will have limited extensibility. Therefore, we need new methods
and frameworks which can merge choreography habits and the
experience of different dancers.

To address these issues, we construct a rich-annotated 3D Multi-
Dancer Choreography dataset (MDC), which for the first time, con-
tains both individual and collaborated music-dance pairs. We invite
10 dancers to annotate 725 3D dance motions from two dance types
(Hiphop and Locking) in the first part. Additionally, each profes-
sional dancer is asked to arrange a motion phrase sequence for each
music with 15 minutes of music (10~20 pieces, some shared). In the
second part, we start by collecting 73 music pieces (60 minutes in
total) from pop music. Afterward, we invite professional dancers to
annotate the temporal dancer activation sequence for each music
piece, just like the procedure in Figure 1. Besides, we newly de-
vise a metric SCEU (style collaboration evaluation understudy) to
measure the effect of style collaboration.

With the above dataset, we propose a three-stage music-driven
group dance synthesis framework, GroupDancer, to imitate the
human group dance choreography procedure. The GroupDancer
consists of a Dancer Collaboration model, a Motion Choreography
model, and a Motion Transition model: the Dancer Collaboration
model learns the mapping from input music to dancer activation
sequences; the Motion Choreography model infers the motion se-
quence of each dancer simultaneously according to the input music,
and dancer activation sequences; and the Motion Transition model
converts the motion sequences into continuous group dance mo-
tions. Figure 2 illustrates the deep architecture of our proposed
GroupDancer framework. To make the deep architecture end-to-
end trainable, we propose a novel loss function that helps the train-
ing process perform effective mixed training and selective updating.
Specifically, for training data of individual music-dance pair, the
proposed loss function takes corresponding motion results into
account and update related network parameters. In this way, the
generated results are restricted to the motions of specific dancers,
and data from different dancers can be trained together.

Under the proposed framework, we implement an efficient sys-
tem to perform group dance synthesis with style collaboration.
We evaluate the system with extensive experimental analyses and
comparisons on our MDC dataset for evaluation. Compared with
baseline methods, our framework synthesizes more expressive and
nature group dances. We conduct comprehensive user studies to
investigate group dance diversity and dancer collaboration. With
the mean opinion score (MOS) of 26 participants, our framework
outperforms baseline methods by 1.08 on average in terms of group
dance diversity and 1.81 on average in terms of dancer collabora-
tion. Meanwhile, evaluation with SCEU demonstrates the efficiency
of GroupDancer on style collaboration. To conclude, we summarize
our contributions as follows:
• We introduce a novel Music-driven Multi-Dancer Group
Dance Synthesis task, which aims to automatically synthe-
size group dance according to music and collaborate the
styles of various dancers. To our best knowledge, this is the
first work that proposes and works on such a problem.
• We construct a new rich-annotated MDC dataset, which
contains 150 minutes of dancer-wise music-motion data with
10 dancers and 60 minutes of group dance choreography
data with temporal dancer activation information. And we
devise a new metric, SCEU, to measure the effect of style
collaboration. To our best knowledge, MDC first collects
individual and collaborated music-dance pairs.
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• We imitate the human choreography procedure and devise a
novel three-stage framework GroupDancer to produce multi-
dancer group dance with style collaboration from given mu-
sic. GroupDancer permits end-to-end and effective learning
with a novel loss function and two new training strategies,
including mixed training and selective updating.

2 RELATEDWORK
Previous works related to our GroupDancer can be grouped into
two aspects: music to dance synthesis and 3D dance dataset.

2.1 Music to Dance Synthesis
Music to dance synthesis has attracted many researchers to work
on it. Most of them focus on achieving high consistency between
music and generated dance and improving the creativity and diver-
sity of their models. Early works generate dance motions following
similarity-based retrieval methods [4, 10, 16], which usually result
in unnatural transitions and limited capacity due to their static tem-
plates and rigid fashions. With the development of deep learning
methods, more and more deep neural networks are exploited to
extract the deeper relationship between music and dance. Crnkovic-
Friis et al. [7] designed a Chor-RNN framework to predict dance
motions which is the first deep learning-based method for this
problem. Later, Tang et al. [22] utilized LSTM-autoencoder with
L2 loss to synthesize 3D dance according to music. Huang et al.
[12] proposed to use a curriculum learning strategy with L1 loss to
alleviate error accumulation in long motion sequence generation.
Wu et al. [25] implemented a dual learning framework using GANs
for both music-to-dance and dance-to-music problems. AI Chore-
ographer [18] devised a FACT model involving a deep cross-modal
transformer block with full attention to generating realistic dance
motions. In recent years, many works tried to imitate human dance
production procedures. Choreonet [26] first defined choreographic
dance units to fuse human choreography knowledge into the music-
to-dance synthesis framework. DanceFormer [17] learned from the
animation industry and formulated the music-to-dance task to pre-
dict critical poses and motion curves between them. However, all of
these approaches focus on an individual dance, while group dance
synthesis of multi-dancers receives little attention.

2.2 3D Dance Dataset
3D dance datasets play an essential role in the deep learning-based
music-to-dance synthesis process. Unlike the 3D motion dataset,
the 3D dance dataset usually requires much more professional ex-
perience and contains multi-modal information. Motion capture
techniques are widely used in 3D dance dataset construction. Alemi
et al. [1] released the first 3D dance dataset with synchronized
music using motion capture data. While Tang et al. [22] invited pro-
fessional dancers to construct a 3D mocap dataset of dance motions
with music, which has some inevitable mismatches. Music2Dance
[27] repaired the motion capture data according to the music and
collected music-dance pair data with higher quality, but the fix
process is labor-intensive. With the advance in 3D reconstruction
methods, 3D dance data can be produced from 2D videos. These
methods essentially reduce the time of data construction, although
they will result in some losses of pose parameters accuracy. AI

Choreographer [18] introduced the AIST++ dataset of 3D dance
motions accompanied by music and multi-view images based on the
2D dance video database AIST [23]. ChoreoMaster [5] introduced
a synchronized music and dance phrase dataset from both mocap
resources and anime community resources. Still, the motions are
all structured in four-beat meters, which may limit the capacity.
DanceFormer [17] introduced the PhantomDance dataset labeled
by experienced animators with parameters of critical poses and
motion curves. However, the currently available 3D dance dataset
all aims to deal with individual dance and can hardly be directly
used for group dance. Although AIST [23] contains group dance
videos, they still need more robust 3D reconstruction techniques
for multi-human. To fill this gap, we invite professional dancers to
construct a 3D Multi-Dancer Choreography dataset with individual
and collaborated music-dance pairs.

3 PROBLEM FORMULATION
The problem setting of music-driven group dance synthesis is to
predict the dance motions of multi-dancer from given music. Since
group dance needs both dance motions choreography and dancers
arrangement, there are two groups of predictive temporal attributes:
• DancerActivationAttributes:𝑑𝑎𝑡 indicateswhich dancers
will dance at time 𝑡 .
• DanceMotion Attributes: For each dancer 𝑗 ,𝑑𝑚 𝑗

𝑡 indicates
which motion will be preformed at time 𝑡 and S𝑗𝑟 , S

𝑗
𝑡 means

the joint-level rotations and translations at time 𝑡 .
More intuitively, we formulate our problem as follows: Given acous-
tic features A𝑡 of input music, we aim to synthesize sequences of
human joint-level rotations S𝑗𝑟 ∈ R𝑁×𝐽 ×4 and translations S𝑗𝑡 ∈
R𝑁×𝐽 ×3, where 𝑗 is the dancer index, 𝑁 is the number of dance
frames and 𝐽 is the number of joints.

Thus, we proposed a three-stage music-driven group dance syn-
thesis formulation considering human choreography experience.
Formally:
• Dancer Collaboration Stage: In this stage, given input
music, our objective is to learn a mapping from A𝑡 , 𝑑𝑎𝑡−1
to 𝑑𝑎𝑡 , where 𝑑𝑎𝑡 and A𝑡 indicate dancer activation and
acoustic features at time 𝑡 .
• Motion Choreography Stage: Having obtained 𝑑𝑎𝑡 , in this
stage, we intend to learn a mapping from 𝑑𝑎𝑡 ,𝑚𝑡 and 𝑑𝑚

𝑗

𝑡−1
to 𝑑𝑚 𝑗

𝑡 , where 𝑑𝑚
𝑗
𝑡 denotes motion of dancer 𝑗 at time 𝑡 .

• Motion Transition Stage: In this stage, we aim to translate
motion sequence {𝑑𝑚 𝑗

1, . . . , 𝑑𝑚
𝑗
𝑡 } into joint-level rotations

and translations, and fill the gap between adjacent motions.
By now, the key results (S𝑗𝑟 , S

𝑗
𝑡 ) of group dance are obtained.

4 METHODOLOGY
Based on the formulation in Section 3, we propose a three-stage
framework GroupDancer which imitates human choreography pro-
cedure to synthesize group dance, as shown in Figure 2. Our model
takes a music piece as input and extracts acoustic features from it.
Then, we feed the acoustic features into the Dancer Collaboration
model to predict temporal dancer activation sequences. After that,
we utilize the Multi-Dancer Motion Choreography model to gen-
erate a motion phrase sequence for each dancer. Finally, a Motion
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Figure 2: The overall workflow of GroupDancer consists of three stages. For the Dancer Collaboration Stage, we take the acoustic
feature A𝑡 as input and produce dancer activation 𝑑𝑎𝑡 . Afterward, the Multi-Dancer Motion Choreography Stage combines A𝑡

and 𝑑𝑎𝑡 to predict 𝑑𝑚 𝑗
𝑡 , which indicates the motion of dancer 𝑗 at time 𝑡 . Eventually, the Motion Transition Model inpaints the

transition gaps and generates natural and fluent group dance. Here we take the case of two dancers as an example. Extension to
dancers of any number is also feasible. ⊕ denotes the concatenation operator.

Transition model is adopted to fill the gap between adjacent mo-
tions and synthesize complete group dance. In the following three
subsections, we will go into detail about each model respectively.

4.1 Dancer Collaboration model
In the first stage of our framework, we propose a Dancer Collabo-
ration model to predict dancer activation information, which deter-
mines when and which dancers should collaborate their dancing
styles. Overall, our Dancer Collaboration model takes acoustic fea-
tures as input and produces temporal dancer activation sequences.
Details will be illustrated as follows.

For the input of Dancer Collaboration model, we extract acoustic
features of the inputmusic including Beat [3], Onset [9] and Chroma
Spectrum [13] information with 𝑀𝑎𝑑𝑚𝑜𝑚 [2]. We represent the
acoustic features respectively as A𝑏𝑒𝑎𝑡 , A𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑡 and A𝑐ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑚𝑎 . After-
ward, we concatenate the extracted features to formulate acoustic
features, as shown on the left of Figure 2. Considering the tem-
poral locality of music features, we exploit a sliding window to
produce local music context. Specifically, given time 𝑡 and a fixed
slide window length𝑤 , we denote local acoustic features A𝑡 as:

A𝑡 =concat(A𝑏𝑒𝑎𝑡
[𝑡−𝑤/2,𝑡+𝑤/2] ,A

𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑡
[𝑡−𝑤/2,𝑡+𝑤/2] ,A

𝑐ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑚𝑎
[𝑡−𝑤/2,𝑡+𝑤/2] ) .

(1)
Having obtained the acoustic features, we now elaborate on the

dancer activation synthesis process. We leverage a Local Musical
Encoder and a GRU Decoder to predict dancer activation 𝑑𝑎𝑡 from
A𝑡 . Here 𝑑𝑎𝑡 indicates at time 𝑡 , which dancers should collaborate
to dance with their styles mixed. For example, 𝑑𝑎𝑡 = "Dancer1&2"
means Dancer1 and Dancer2 dance together at time 𝑡 . With the
observation of human group dance, dancer collaboration usually
changes between beats. Thus, we align {𝑑𝑎1, . . . , 𝑑𝑎𝑡 } with beat
sequence. Specifically, as shown in Figure2, the local acoustic fea-
tures A𝑡 are fed into the Local Musical Encoder to produce encoded
musical feature𝑚𝑡 :

𝑚𝑡 = encode(A𝑡 ) . (2)

As for the dancer activation prediction, we adopt a gated recur-
rent unit (GRU) [6] as our decoder which takes in𝑚𝑡 , 𝑑𝑎𝑡−1 and
ℎ𝑡−1, and output 𝑝 (𝑑𝑎𝑡 ) and ℎ𝑡 . Here ℎ𝑡 denotes the hidden state of
the GRU at time 𝑡 and 𝑝 (𝑑𝑎𝑡 ) denotes the probability distribution
of each dancer activation. And we select dancer activation with
maximum probability in 𝑝 (𝑑𝑎𝑡 ) as 𝑑𝑎𝑡 . Thus, the functions of the
GRU decoder are described as:

𝑝 (𝑑𝑎𝑡 ), ℎ𝑡 = decode(𝑚𝑡 , 𝑑𝑎𝑡−1, ℎ𝑡−1),
𝑑𝑎𝑡 = argmax(𝑝 (𝑑𝑎𝑡 )) .

(3)

Algorithm 1 Dancer Activation Generation
1: 𝑡 ←− 1
2: DA𝑔𝑒𝑛 = []
3: 𝑑𝑎𝑡−1 = 𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑂 𝑓 𝐷𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒

4: while 𝑑𝑎𝑡−1 ≠ 𝐸𝑛𝑑𝑂𝑓 𝐷𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 and the music is not ended do
5: A𝑡 = concat(A𝑏𝑒𝑎𝑡

[𝑡−𝑤/2,𝑡+𝑤/2] ,A
𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑡
[𝑡−𝑤/2,𝑡+𝑤/2] ,A

𝑐ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑚𝑎
[𝑡−𝑤/2,𝑡+𝑤/2] )

6: 𝑚𝑡 = encode(A𝑡 )
7: 𝑝 (𝑑𝑎𝑡 ), ℎ𝑡 = decode(𝑚𝑡 , 𝑑𝑎𝑡−1, ℎ𝑡−1)
8: 𝑑𝑎𝑡 = argmax(𝑝 (𝑑𝑎𝑡 ))
9: Add 𝑑𝑎𝑡 to DA𝑔𝑒𝑛

10: 𝑑𝑎𝑡−1 ←− 𝑑𝑎𝑡
11: 𝑡 ←− 𝑡 + 1
12: return DA𝑔𝑒𝑛

It’s worth noting, we create an ordered dancer activation set DA𝑛

as defined domain of 𝑑𝑎𝑡 according to the given dancers number 𝑛,
which means 𝑑𝑎𝑡 ∈ DA𝑛 . Take 𝑛 = 2 as an example, the DA2 will
be {"Dancer1", "Dancer2", "Dancer1&2"}.

In this way, the 𝑑𝑎𝑡−1 and ℎ𝑡 contain the history of dancer activa-
tions and𝑚𝑡 embeds the acoustic features, which enable our model
to fuse both dancer collaboration context and musical context. More
details of the dancer activation generation algorithm are illustrated
in the Algorithm 1, where DA𝑔𝑒𝑛 is the generated sequence of 𝑑𝑎𝑡 .
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During the training stage, we use expert annotations in the MDC
dataset as ground truth. And we train the Dancer Collaboration
model by minimizing the negative log-likelihood loss with the
output 𝑝 (𝑑𝑎𝑡 ) and the expert annotations 𝑑𝑎𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑡 :

L𝑑𝑎
𝑛𝑙𝑙

= −
𝑁∑︁
𝑡=1

log(𝑝 (𝑑𝑎𝑡 = 𝑑𝑎
𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑
𝑡 )), (4)

4.2 Multi-Dancer Motion Choreography model
This stage aims to predict motion sequences for each dancer in a
group dance with the guidance of input music and dancer activation
sequence produced in the last stage. Since both the music context
and the motion history are required to synthesize the next motion,
we leverage a seq2seq model to conduct multi-dancer choreography.
Next, we will elaborate each part of this model in detail.

For the encoder of our Motion Choreography model, we leverage
a Local Musical Encoder same as Section 4.1 and obtain encoded
musical features𝑚𝑡 . Moreover, to model the time dependency and
combine𝑚𝑡 withmotion history, we utilize a GRU decoder andMLP
layer to predict the next optional motions C𝑡 , where C𝑡 indicate
motions of all the possible dancer activations. As shown in the
Figure 2, all of these motion predictions share the same GRU, which
means motion predictions of different dancer activations share the
same hidden state. Therefore, at time 𝑡 , we represent C𝑡 as:

𝑝 (C𝑡 ), ℎ𝑡 = MLP(decode(𝑚𝑡 , 𝑐𝑡−1, ℎ𝑡−1)),
C𝑡 = argmax(𝑝 (C𝑡 )).

(5)

Here ℎ𝑡 denotes the hidden state of the GRU and 𝑝 (C𝑡 ) denotes the
probability distribution of possible dance motions at time 𝑡 .

We stress that C𝑡 contains optional motions for all the dancer
activations and the motion 𝑐𝑡 we actually choose for the group
dance at time 𝑡 will be selected from C𝑡 according to 𝑑𝑎𝑡 . And we
describe this selection process as:

𝑐𝑡 = Selection(C𝑡 , 𝑑𝑎𝑡 ) . (6)

Having obtained 𝑐𝑡 , we adopt 𝑑𝑎𝑡 as a mask to generate the
dance motion 𝑑𝑚 𝑗

𝑡 for individual dancer 𝑗 at time 𝑡 . In detail, if 𝑑𝑎𝑡
says dancer 𝑗 should dance at time 𝑡 , then dancer 𝑗 will perform
𝑐𝑡 . Otherwise, dancer 𝑗 should stop dance and wait for the next
motion. Thus, we represent 𝑑𝑚 𝑗

𝑡 as:

𝑑𝑚
𝑗
𝑡 = Mask( 𝑗, 𝑐𝑡 , 𝑑𝑎𝑡 ) . (7)

So far, we have synthesized motion sequences for multi-dancer
of a group dance, and the Algorithm 2 shows the whole procedure
of the motion generation. Here DM𝑗 is generated sequence of 𝑑𝑚 𝑗

𝑡 .
For the training of the Multi-Dancer Motion Choreography

model, we adopt two training strategies: mixed training and se-
lective updating to endow the model with the capacity of style col-
laboration. Inspired by the human group dance procedure, mixed
training is based on dancer-wise music-dance pairs data, which
indicates each dancer’s data contains only his motions. In short,
each dancer’s data contains a dancer’s style, and mixed training
will collaborate these styles. Detailed mixing schemes are described
and compared in Section 6. Selective updating denotes that for each
epoch, given training data of a specific dancer 𝑗 , we select all the

𝑐𝑖𝑡 ∈ C𝑡 which satisfy 𝑗 ∈ DA𝑛 [𝑖]. And we just update MLP param-
eters related to these 𝑐𝑖𝑡 . As a result, 𝑐

𝑖
𝑡 are restricted to motions

belonging to dancer 𝑗 with 𝑗 ∈ DA𝑛 [𝑖], which obey the rule of
style collaboration. To implement these two strategies, we devise a
selective negative log-likelihood loss L𝑐

𝑛𝑙𝑙−𝑠𝑒𝑙 :

L𝑐
𝑛𝑙𝑙−𝑠𝑒𝑙 = −

𝑁∑︁
𝑡=1

∑︁
𝑗 ∈DA𝑛 [𝑖 ]

log(𝑝 (𝑐𝑖𝑡 = 𝑐
𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑
𝑡 )) . (8)

Algorithm 2 Multi-Dancer Motion Generation
1: 𝑡 ←− 1
2: 𝑛 ←− 𝐷𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑟𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟

3: for 𝑗 = 1 to 𝑛 do
4: DM𝑗 = []
5: 𝑐𝑡−1 = 𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑂 𝑓 𝐷𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒

6: while 𝑐𝑡−1 ≠ 𝐸𝑛𝑑𝑂𝑓 𝐷𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 and the music is not ended do
7: 𝑝 (C𝑡 ), ℎ𝑡 = MLP(decode(𝑚𝑡 , 𝑐𝑡−1, ℎ𝑡−1))
8: C𝑡 = argmax(𝑝 (C𝑡 ))
9: 𝑐𝑡 = Selection(C𝑡 , 𝑑𝑎𝑡 )
10: for 𝑗 = 1 to 𝑛 do
11: 𝑑𝑚

𝑗
𝑡 = Mask( 𝑗, 𝑐𝑡 , 𝑑𝑎𝑡 )

12: Add 𝑑𝑚 𝑗
𝑡 to 𝐷𝑀 𝑗

13: 𝑐𝑡−1 ←− 𝑐𝑡
14: 𝑡 ←− 𝑡 + 𝑙𝑒𝑛(𝑐𝑡 )
15: return {DM1,. . . ,DM𝑛}

4.3 Motion Transition model
After the previous two stages, the dance motion sequence DM𝑗

for each dancer 𝑗 is generated. For this last stage, we devise a
Motion Transition model to fill the gap betweenmotion phrases and
synthesize smooth and natural group dance. The Motion Transition
model consists of three steps: 1) fill the motion gap, 2) align motion
with music, and 3) group dance polish.

In more detail, inspired by QuaterNet [21], we represent our mo-
tion phrases 𝑑𝑚 𝑗

𝑡 using quaternion-based joint rotations and root
translations. We first utilize Spherical linear interpolation (Slerp)
for joint rotations inpainting and linear interpolation for root trans-
lations inpainting. Until now, we have obtained joint-level rotations
S𝑗𝑟 ∈ R𝑁×𝐽 ×4 and translations S𝑗𝑡 ∈ R𝑁×𝐽 ×3.

Afterward, we align S𝑗𝑟 and S𝑗𝑡 with musical beats. For more
accurate kinematic beats control, we ask the professional dancers
to annotate the kinematic beats of their motion phrases. This will
also maintain the individuality of each dancer’s motion style.

Moreover, we conduct necessary polish work automatically for
the synthesized music-dance pairs to improve the naturalness and
completeness of the group dance. Based on our observations of real
dance, we find that for the ”𝐻𝑜𝑙𝑑” motion, the dancers will keep
the pose of the last motion and also have breathing movements.
Thus, we adopt a Deterministic Finite Automaton to implement the
breathing effect referring to the game industry. Besides, for group
dances like Hiphop and Locking, the dancers usually randomly
dance some freestyle before the dance routine starts. Thus, we invite
professional dancers to annotate their frequently used pre-dance
freestyle. Based on this, we synthesize these pre-dance freestyles
randomly. So far, we have produced a complete group dance.
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5 DATASET
In this section, we exhaustively introduce our MDC dataset. We also
conduct a comparison to some similar datasets which are available
currently, as shown in Table 1.

Since that both dancers’ arrangement choreography and dance
motions choreography are significant to the group dance, we con-
struct our MDC dataset in the following two parts: Dancer Chore-
ography and Dancer-wise Motion Choreography. For the first part,
we collect music-dance pairs for group dances and annotate dancer
activation information to learn the mapping between music and
dancer choreography. For the second part, we collect music-dance
pairs from individual dances and annotate motion information to
learn the motion preferences and dance styles of different dancers.
The reason we do not use group dance in the second part is that in-
dividual dance data better reveals the style of each dancer, and also,
group dance data can not be applied to new dancer combinations.

5.1 Dancer Choreography
In this part, our aim is to learn the knowledge of dancer choreogra-
phy of group dance.

Music Acquisition: Group dance has been largely ignored in
previous dance datasets. To our best knowledge, only AIST[23]
recorded some group dance videos. However, the entire time is still
short. The music of Hiphop group dance with cooperation only
sums up 8.22 minutes in AIST, and most of the choreography is
just dancing together, which can not reveal the changeability of
group dance. To address these issues, we invite choreographers
to select 60 minutes of group dance videos from Youtube, Bilibili,
and AIST[23], in which dance genres vary from Hiphop to Locking.
Then, we extract music pieces from the videos.

Dancer Activation Annotation: Having obtained the music,
we ask the choreographers to annotate the dancer activation se-
quence with time information for each music piece, considering
the choreography of the corresponding video. In total, we obtained
73 collaborated music-dance pairs, which sum up 60 minutes. By
now, we have completed the first stage of the MDC dataset.

5.2 Dancer-wise Motion Choreography:
In this part, we intend to construct a dancer-wise motion choreog-
raphy dataset that can reveal the motion preference and dancing
habits of each dancer, respectively.

Music Acquisition: We select dance videos with Hiphop, Lock-
ing and Pop music from Youtube and Bilibili, and then extract the
audio from the videos. In totall, we acquire 96.52 minutes of music,
among which there are 85 pieces of music.

MotionAnnotation:To better record the individuality of dancers,
we invite 10 dancers of Hiphop and Locking to build 10 dancer-wise
motion sets for themselves, respectively. Initially, we collect raw
dance motion videos from YouTube, Bilibili, and AIST[23], in which
there are 45 Hiphop motions and 27 Locking motions. Then we
reconstruct 3D motions (fbx file) from these motion videos and
we give each dancer motion files of his genre. Then we ask each
dancer to scan the given motion fbx files and mark the motions in
the files. The necessary motion attributes are "Start frame", "End
frame", "Beat number" and "Beat frames". Finally, we construct a
motion set for each dancer and in all we got 725 dance motions.

Choreography Annotation: We firstly ask each dancer to
choose 15 minutes of music from all 85 pieces of music. Then,
the dancers are told to choreograph every music piece they have
chosen. In detail, they are required to arrange a motion sequence
for each music and mark the start time and end time of each motion
with their own motion set from the former part. Finally, we collect
165 individual music-dance pairs.

6 EXPERIMENT
In this section, we conduct extensive experiments to demonstrate
the effectiveness of our framework. We evaluate our framework
on the collected MDC dataset. Our method has acquired better
synthesis results both qualitatively and quantitatively.

6.1 Implementation Details
Since prior works didn’t publish 3D datasets for the group dance,
we only conduct experiments on the MDC dataset we built. Section
5 has introduced the construction of the MDC dataset, in which we
totally collect 73 dancer-wise music-dance pairs and we select 10
pieces for testing and hold out the remained 63 pieces for training.

Before training, We first use 𝑀𝑎𝑑𝑚𝑜𝑚 [2] to extract acoustic
features from the input music. For the beat feature A𝑏𝑒𝑎𝑡 , onset
feature A𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑡 and deep chroma spectrum feature A𝑐ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑚𝑎 , the
frame-per-second (FPS) are 100, 100, 10 respectively. Then in the
local musical encoder, A𝑏𝑒𝑎𝑡 and A𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑡 are convolved through 3
convolutional layers,A𝑐ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑚𝑎 is convolved through 5 convolutional
layers. Then they are fed to an MLP layer to output local musical
features. Afterward, concatenating these features results in a 64-
dimension feature vector A𝑡 at time 𝑡 . For the GRU decoder, the
embedding dimension is set to the number of possible options.

As for the training of Dancer Collaboration and Multi-Dancer
Motion Choreography models, we adopt RMSprop algorithm [11]
with an initial learning rate at 10−3. Besides, we apply ReduceOn-
Plateu learning rate decay strategy from PyTorch [20] with patience
set to 8, the decay factor to 0.9. To accelerate the training process,
we adopt teacher-forcing [24] technique with a probability of 0.3.

6.2 Metrics
We evaluate our framework with the following different metrics:

SCEU: BLEU [19] is commonly used in machine-translation and
music-to-dance problems. However, it can hardly reflect the effec-
tiveness of style collaboration because imbalanced collaboration
and good matching to references both result in high BLEU value,
which are conflicted in style collaboration. Thus, we introduce a
novel metric SCEU (style collaboration evaluation understudy) to
evaluate the style collaboration effectiveness. As shown in Equation
(9), we change the arithmetic mean of BLEU into the geometric
mean for SCEU. Here 𝑁𝐶 indicates the number of candidates which
means the synthesized sequences, while NR indicates the number
of references which means the ground truth sequences. In detail,
we will explain the specific usage of SCEU in Section6.3.

SCEU𝑛 =∑
𝑐∈𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖 [

∏
𝑐′∈𝑟𝑒 𝑓

∑
𝑛−𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑚∈𝑐 Count(𝑛−𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑚)∑

𝑛−𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑚′∈𝑐′ Count(𝑛−𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑚′)
]1/𝑁𝑅

𝑁𝐶
.

(9)
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Dataset Group dance multi-dancer 3D 𝐽𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑠 motion phrase motion beat annotations

Dance with Melody X X ✓ ✓ X
AIST ✓ ✓ X X X

AIST++ X ✓ ✓ X X
ChoreoMaster X X ✓ ✓ X

MDC ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Table 1: Our MDC dataset 𝑣 .𝑠 . the other similar datasets, namely Dance with Melody[22], AIST[23], AIST++[18] and
ChoreoMaster[5]. To our best knowledge, MDC is the first rich-annotated 3D dance dataset, which contains both dancer-
wise individual music-dance pairs and collaborated group dance music-dance pairs.

Method Group dance sequence

Choreonet [26]
w/

multi-dancer

GroupDancer
w/o
Stage1

GroupDancer
w/o
Stage2

GroupDancer

Input Music

Figure 3: Visual comparison of group dance sequences synthesized by our GroupDancer and baseline methods. The dances
generated by Choreonet and GroupDancer w/o Stage2 show rare collaborations. The dance generated by GroupDancer w/o
Stage1 falls in easily dancing the same. While GroupDancer produces dance with both dance collaboration and individual style.

Besides, we conduct extensive user studies to evaluate the qual-
ity of the synthesis results. Participants are required to rate the
following factors from 0 to 5: (1) The diversity of dance choreogra-
phy and motions. (2) The naturalness of group dance motions and
transitions. (3) The matchness between dance and music. (4) The
Collaboration of dancers in the group dance.

Table 2: Comparison of Different Methods with mean of
SCEU𝑛 .

Mixed Strategy SCEU1 ↑ SCEU2 ↑ SCEU3 ↑ SCEU4 ↑
DBD 0.2968 0.1957 0.0954 0.0741
PBP 0.2715 0.1744 0.0687 0.0461
RS 0.2947 0.1955 0.0903 0.0596

6.3 Comparison on Mixed Training
In this section, we compare different mixed training strategies on
our Multi-Dancer Motion Choreography stage. In fact, the training
process of this stage aims to solve a problem with a trade-off be-
tween music-dance relations and dancer-motion relations. That’s

to say, when given a piece of music and dance motion history, the
next motion is influenced by the previous motion and the local
music features. The two worst groups of results are: (1) totally de-
pend on music-dance relations; (2) totally depend on dancer-motion
relations. To avoid the two groups, we propose DBD mixed train-
ing method in which we arrange the music-dance pairs dancer by
dancer, so that each dancer’s style will be better collaborated.

Overall, we compared our DBD mixed strategy with the follow-
ing methods: (1) PBP: arrange the music-dance pairs piece by piece;
(2) RS: arrange the music-dance pairs randomly. To evaluate the
effectiveness of these mixed training strategies, we devise SCEU, as
shown in Equation (9). Higher SCEU values reveal a more balanced
proportion of styles which indicates the model learns the style col-
laboration better. Each time we train a model for 𝑁𝐶 dancers, we
prepare 𝑁𝑅 music, which is shared by these 𝑁𝐶 dancers. Thus, we
obtain 𝑁𝐶 ∗ 𝑁𝑅 music-dance pairs as the test set.

The results are shown in Table 2. From the comparison, we ob-
serve that ourDBDmethod has acquired higher style collaboration.
At the same time, RS method also obtains good results, however
the Figure 4 shows the variance of RS results is about two times
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bigger than DBD. Hence, our DBD mixed strategy is more stable
and better helps the model endow the style collaborating capacity.

0.00059 

0.00132 

0.00224 

0.00280 

0.00023 
0.00039 0.00046 

0.00120 

0.00027 

0.00050 

0.00141 

0.00170 

0

0.0005

0.001

0.0015

0.002

0.0025

0.003

SCEU1 SCEU2 SCEU3 SCEU4

Variance of SCEU

SCEU! SCEU" SCEU# SCEU$
Figure 4: Visualization of the SCEU variance for comparison
of different mixed training methods. This figure shows that
the CBC method outputs the most stable results while the
RS method leads to more bias.

6.4 Comparison with Individual Dance Model
In this section, we conduct experiments to demonstrate that our
method synthesizes more natural and expressive group dance com-
pared with the individual dance models. Specifically, we compare
our GroupDancer with the following baseline methods: (1) the
Choreonet [26] framework with single-dancer, (2) the Choreonet
framework with multi-dancer, (3) the ChoreoMaster [5] framework
with single-dancer, (4) GroupDancer without stage1, (5) Group-
Dancer without stage2. Since Choreonet can only synthesize dances
with single dancer in each prediction, for (2) we input the same mu-
sic and repeat the synthesis process to produce dance with multiple
dancers. For (3), we use the dataset published by ChoreoMaster
since the format of training data is different from our MDC dataset.
For (4) and (5), we aim to verify the significance of the first and
second stages in our framework design. We showcase some gener-
ated group dances in Figure 3, which show the effectiveness of our
GroupDancer framework.

To further investigate the quality of synthesized dances, we invite
26 participants to rate dance diversity and dancer collaboration with
the mean opinion score (MOS) in the range of 1-5. As shown in
Table 3, our GroupDancer outperforms baseline methods by 1.08
on average in terms of dance diversity and 1.81 on average in terms
of dancer collaboration. Meanwhile, the results demonstrate that
both stage 1 and stage 2 are crucial to our framework.

Table 3: Comparison on Ours GroupDancer and individual
dance models.

Methods Diversity Dancer Collaboration

Ours 4.46 4.08
Ours w/o Stage1 3.27 2.27
Ours w/o Stage2 3.08 1.77

ChoreoNet w/ multi-dancer 3.38 1.73
ChoreoNet w/ single-dancer 2.85 -

ChoreoMaster w/ single-dancer 2.96 -

6.5 Ablation Study
In this section, we conduct an ablation study on the Motion Transi-
tion Stage which is the third stage of our framework. Overall, we
compare our Motion Transition model with the following methods:
(1) Ours w/o pre-dance. This method ablates the motions for the
prelude. (2) Ours w/o breath effect. This method replaces the slight
breathing with staying still when dancers don’t dance. (3) Ours
w/ perturbation. This method add some small perturbations to the
dancers’ motion sequences to simulate the irregularities that may
occur in human dance. To evaluate these methods, we conduct a
user study. 26 participants are asked to rate the dance naturalness
and music matchness of synthesized dances. As shown in Table 4,
the results demonstrate that the design of pre-dance and breath
effect all increase the performance of our framework by a large
margin and the perturbation results in an adverse impact on the
group dance. Some feedback from participants says the perturbation
greatly decreases the fluency so most people think it’s unnatural.

Table 4: Comparison on Ours Motion Transition model.

Methods Dance Naturalness Music Matchness

Ours 4.04 4.27
Ours w/o pre-dance 2.46 2.96

Ours w/o breath effect 3.35 3.77
Ours w/ perturbation 2.27 2.73

7 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a novel task of Music-driven Multi-dancer
Group dance Synthesis. According to real human choreography
experience, we first formulate this problem as a three-stage pro-
cedure. Moreover, to fill in gaps of group dance choreography, we
construct an MDC dataset that consists of both individual and col-
laborated music-dance pairs. Besides, we newly devise a metric
SCEU for style collaboration evaluation. Based on the MDC dataset,
we imitate the human choreography procedure and devise a three-
stage framework GroupDancer to automatically generate group
dance with style collaboration from input music. To make the deep
architecture end-to-end trainable, we propose a novel loss function
L𝑐
𝑛𝑙𝑙−𝑠𝑒𝑙 which helps the training process perform effective mixed

training and selective updating. Additionally, we conduct extensive
experiments on the MDC dataset and obtain expressive synthe-
sis results with our GroupDancer model. The constructed MDC
dataset will be made publicly available in the future. We hope that
the proposal of style collaboration and the construction of the MDC
dataset pave a new way for music-driven group dance synthesis.
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